Producing Results in Today’s Real Marketplace
Transforming Your Venture from an Airplane to a Starship

1 plus 1 equals 100 – A Game Changing Webinar
January 11, 2018 11:00am-12:30pm PST
Calling Savvy and Sassy Business Owners,
Entrepreneurs, Artists, Creative Mavericks,
Leaders, Writers, Change Agents and Pioneers.
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Businesses are energetic ecosystems that have consciousness.
Today’s business environments require totally different assumptions.
Global systems are in transition, operating in chaos.
Intellectual property must be protected differently.
Creating dynamic environments is absolutely essential.
Different paradigms, protocols & processes must be deployed now.
Bringing anything to the market requires vastly different thinking & tools.
Understanding and using Quantum Physics allows you to adapt very
quickly to big changes in the marketplace.

Gain valuable new insights and skills that you can immediately apply to your
product or business. Take command of your new starship and leave your old
business model behind.

See Below For Our Free Holiday Offer!

Jumpstart the New Year by receiving a Free 30-min phone consultation
- with Kim Greenhouse - A $200 Value –
Between 12/15/2017 and 1/14/18.
Take Advantage of a Free Consultation & A Game Changing Webinar!
Only $149
Call: (626) 398-8652 or, Register at: timing@rainmaking.com.
Kim Greenhouse is a Rainmaker who loves making great things happen and
empowering others to live inspired and meaningful lives, while fulfilling
their dreams. She’s a writer, producer, speaker and communications steward.
Having lived in both the US and Europe, spending time in 6 countries in the
last few years, Kim looks forward to sharing important insights in her
seminars, speaking events and books.
As the founder of The Rainmaking Company and the producer of
It’s Rainmaking Time! coupled with her years of experience bringing
products to the market, she passionately knows that opportunities are always
in our midst, in any market, economy and situation that may present itself.
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